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The properties of Lorentz transformations for energy and 
momentum in electromagnetic system are illustrated in a 
example involving  a  short electron bunch moving in  a 

bending magnet



Short electron bunch moving in a bending magnet



The simplest possible charge distribution:
a dumbbell, consisting of two point 

charges a short distance apart



Vertical motion of dumbbell

Longitudinal motion of dumbbell



Lorentz force

Lienard-Wiechert fields







Head-tail 
force

Tail-head
force

Longitudinal motion of dumbbell.
Total centrifugal force is 



Tail-Head force = Head-Tail force and equal to

Longitudinal motion of dumbbell

Total centrifugal force for whole system

Transverse self-force calculations in a lab system
based on the use Lienard-Wiechert fields



Head-tail 
force

Tail-head
force

Longitudinal motion of dumbbell.
Total centrifugal force is 



Naive relativistic prediction: Lorentz transformation 
for energy and  momentum  in a electromagnetic 

system behave as four-vector

In the rest frame

In the lab frame

Centrifugal force

For the longitudinal motion it disagree
with lab frame calculations.
They differ by a factor 2 

Longitudinal motion of dumbbell



Vertical motion of dumbbell

Tail-Head force = Head-Tail force

Total centrifugal force for whole system

For the vertical motion it agree with four-vector 
energy -momentum derived force

Transverse self-force calculations in a lab system
based on the use Lienard-Wiechert fields



Electromagnetic energy and momentum 
constitute a four-tensor



Space-space components of energy-momentum tensor



Electromagnetic mass  of a line distribution depend on
the direction of the velocity



Charges uniformly distributed on the surface of a sphera

Electromagnetic mass of a spherical shell
Abraham 1904

Electromagnetic mass of a spherical shell 
is 4/3 its energy-derived mass

For longitudinal motion electromagnetic mass of a line
distribution is 2 its energy-derived mass

For transverse motion it agrees with energy-derived mass



For heavy nuclear one has a concrete realization of the
Poincare stresses through the nuclear field 

Stable system with an extended charge distribution

Heavy nuclear



The usual expressions for the electromagnetic
energy and momentum

The redefinition of  the four-momentum that Rohrlich
used to deal with electron problem
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